In this paper we address the questions of perfectly sampling a Gibbs measure with infinite range interactions and of perfectly sampling the measure together with its finite range approximations. We solve these questions by introducing a perfect simulation algorithm for the measure and for the coupled measures. The algorithm works for general Gibbsian interaction under requirements on the tails of the interaction. As a consequence we obtain an upper bound for the error we make when sampling from a finite range approximation instead of the true infinite range measure.
Introduction
Consider a Gibbs measure with an infinite range potential and its finite range approximation obtained by truncating the interaction at a certain range. Can we construct a perfect sampling of the Gibbs measure with an infinite range potential? Further, if we make a local inspection of a perfect sampling of the finite range approximation, how often does it coincide with a sample from the original infinite range measure? We address these questions by introducing a new perfect simulation algorithm for the original Gibbs measure and a coupled perfect simulation algorithm for the original measure together with its finite range approximation.
By a perfect simulation algorithm we mean a function mapping a family of independent uniform random variables on the set of configurations having as law the infinite range Gibbs measure. By a coupled perfect simulation algorithm we mean a function mapping a family of independent uniform random variables on the set of pairs of configurations having as first marginal the original infinite range measure and as second marginal the finite range approximation. These functions are defined through two coupled Glauber dynamics having as reversible measures the original Gibbs measure and its finite range approximation, respectively. The perfect simulation algorithm produces coupled samples of the two measures.
The main difficulty in this constructive approach is that we have to deal with infinite range
The approach followed in the present paper was suggested by a recent work of Galves et al. (2008) . There, the flip rates of an infinite range interacting multicolor system were decomposed as convex combinations of local range flip rates. With respect to this work, the novelty of what follows is that the decomposition is explicit and more suitable in view of the intended coupling result. The idea of decomposing flip rates can be traced back to Ferrari (1990) in which something with the same flavor was done for a finite range interacting particle system and to Ferrari et al. (2000) in which the probability transition of a stochastic chain of infinite order was decomposed as a convex combination of finite order probability transitions. We refer to Galves et al. (2008) for more details and related literature. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the basic notations and the main result, Theorem 1. In Section 3, we introduce the Glauber dynamics and the associated processes. The representation of the spin flip rates as convex combination of local rates is given in Theorem 2. In Section 4.1 we introduce the backward sketch process which is the basis of the perfect simulation algorithm and collect the main properties of this process in Proposition 3. Section 4.2 presents the coupled perfect simulation algorithm for the couple of measures. In Section 5 we prove Theorem 1. We conclude the paper in Section 6 discussing how certain features of high temperature Gibbs systems can be obtained applying our construction. In particular we give results on Ornstein'sd-distance between the infinite range and the finite range Gibbs measure, and on the decay of correlations. These results are obtained under requirements stronger than the one needed using the Dobrushin contraction method, since they are based on our explicit coupled perfect simulation procedure.
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Definitions and main results
Let A = {−1, 1} and S = A Z d be the set of spin configurations. We endow S with the product sigma algebra. We define on
Configurations will be denoted by Greek letters σ, η, . . . . A point i ∈ Z d will be called a site. For any i ∈ Z d , notations σ(i) and σ i will be used in order to denote the value of the configuration σ at site i. By extension, for any subset V ⊂ Z d , σ(V ) and σ V ∈ A V denote the restriction of the configuration σ to the set of positions in V. If V ⊂ Z d is a finite subset, we denote V ⋐ Z d . In this case, we write |V | for the cardinal of V. Finally, for any i ∈ Z d and σ ∈ S, we shall denote σ i the modified configuration
Definition 2 A probability measure µ on S is said to be a Gibbs measure relative to the interaction {J B , B ⋐ Z d } if for all i ∈ Z d and for any fixed ζ ∈ S, a version of the conditional probability µ({σ :
To define the Gibbs measure µ [L] relative to the interaction truncated at range L we set
is the probability measure on S such that for all i ∈ Z d and for any fixed ζ ∈ S, a version of the conditional probability
.
We consider the interaction J β B = β J B where β is a positive parameter. The associated Gibbs measures will be denoted by µ and µ [L] , omitting to write the explicit dependence on β. We denote by (
All processes that we consider in this paper will be constructed as functions of an independent family of uniform random variables (U n (i), n ∈ N, i ∈ Z d ). Denote (Ω, A, P ) the probability space on which is defined the independent family of uniform random variables.
Definition 3 A perfect sampling algorithm of the measure µ is a map
A coupled perfect sampling algorithm for the pair ((
Since F produces an unbiased sample from the target distribution µ, the algorithm is denoted "perfect".
Definition 4
The perfect sampling algorithm F of the measure µ is said to stop almost surely after a finite number of steps if for every site i ∈ Z d , there exists a finite subset
ST OP . The following theorem is our main result.
Theorem 1 Assume that
1. There exists β c > 0 such that for any β < β c there is a perfect sampling algorithm of µ. This algorithm stops after a finite number of steps almost surely and
where γ is given in (4.37).
2. Moreover, for any β < β c , there exists a coupled perfect sampling algorithm for the pair (( Remark 2 In case of an interaction defined through a pairwise potential
In this case,
The above perfect sampling algorithms are based on a coupled construction of two processes having µ and µ [L] as reversible measures. These two processes will be introduced in the next section. The definition of the algorithms can only be given in Section 4. The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Section 5.
Glauber dynamics
We now introduce a Glauber dynamics having µ as reversible measure. This is an interacting particle system (σ t (i), i ∈ Z d , t ∈ R) taking values in S. Sometimes we will also use the short notation (σ t ) t for the interacting particle system. To describe the process, we need some extra notation.
For any i ∈ Z d , σ ∈ {−1, 1} Z d , and β > 0, we define c i (σ), which is the rate at which the spin i flips when the system is in the configuration σ, as
The generator G of the process (σ t ) t is defined on cylinder functions f : S → R as follows
Observe that the condition (2.6) of Theorem 1 implies that
where |B| designs the cardinal of the set B. Hence the rates c i (σ) are uniformly bounded in i and σ, and sup
Therefore, Theorem 3.9 of Chapter 1 of Liggett (1985) implies that G is the generator of a Markov process (σ t ) t on SS. By construction, the process (σ t ) t is reversible with respect to the Gibbs measure µ corresponding to the interaction J
For any ℓ ≥ 1, we now define a Glauber dynamics having µ [ℓ] as reversible measure. More precisely, we consider the Markov process (σ 12) where the rates c
[ℓ]
i are given by
and r
Let us stress the fact that compared to the usual definition of a Glauber dynamics, an extra factor r
i appears in the definition of the rates c
i . This extra factor is important in view of the intended coupling of both processes σ t and σ t (see Theorem 2 below) and does not change the equilibrium behavior of the process as is shown in the next proposition.
Proposition 1 The process (σ [ℓ]
t ) t is reversible with respect to the Gibbs measure µ [ℓ] relative to the pairwise interaction J β truncated at range ℓ.
Proof By construction, we have that
Thus, by Proposition 2.7 of Chapter IV of Liggett (1985) , it follows that (σ
t ) t is reversible with respect to µ [ℓ] .
•
The main tool to prove Theorem 1 is a coupled construction of the processes (σ
for ℓ = L, using the basic family of uniform random variables (U n (i), n ∈ N, i ∈ Z d ). This coupling is based on a decomposition of the spin flip rates c i (σ) as a convex combination of local range spin flip rates.
To present this decomposition we need the following notation. We define
and the sequence (λ i (k)) k≥0 as follows
Finally, for all σ ∈ S and for any k ≥ 2, we define the update probabilities
, and for k = 1,
To obtain a probability measure on A, we define for all k ≥ 1,
Finally, for k = 0, we define
Since this last probability does not depend on the site i we omit the subscript i. Note that, by construction, for any integer k ≥ 1, the probabilities p
Now we state the decomposition theorem.
Theorem 2 Let us assume that the uniform summability condition (2.1) holds.
1. The sequence (λ i (k)) k≥0 defines a probability distribution on the set of positive integers {0, 1, ...}.
2. For any ℓ ≥ 1, σ ∈ S, the following decomposition holds
3. For any σ ∈ S, the following decomposition holds
Proof Item 1 follows directly from the definition and (2.1).
To prove item 2, set
and observe that
where the differences c
we obtain the decomposition stated in item 2.
To prove item 3, observe that the uniform summability condition (2.1) implies that
Thus, taking into account item 2, we obtain the desired decomposition.
• To present the coupling, it is convenient to rewrite the generator of the Glauber dynamics given in (3.10) as
where
and where
In a similar way, for any integer ℓ ≥ 1, we define the rates
and the generator
This amounts to include in the generators the rates of invisible jumps in which the spin i is updated with the same value it had before. Obviously the generator defined in (3.10) (and in (3.12)) defines the same stochastic dynamics as the generator given in (3.18) (and in (3.21), respectively).
With this representation, we have the following corollary of Theorem 2.
and for any ℓ ≥ 1,
From now on, we fix ℓ = L. The decomposition given in Corollary 1 suggests the following construction of the Glauber dynamics having G and G [L] as infinitesimal generator. For each site i ∈ Z d consider a Poisson point process N i having rate M i . The Poisson processes corresponding to distinct sites are all independent. If, at time t, the Poisson clock associated to site i rings, we choose a range k with probability λ i (k) independently of everything else. Then we update the value of the configuration at this site by choosing a symbol a with probability p i (a|σ(B i (k))) depending only on the configurations inside the set B i (k). It is clear that using this decomposition, we can construct both processes σ t and σ
t in a coupled way, starting from any initial configuration.
Actually we can do better than this. We can make a perfect simulation of the pair of measures µ and µ [L] which are the invariant probability measures of the processes having generators G and G [L] respectively.
Let us explain how we sample the configuration at a fixed site i ∈ Z d under the measure µ. The simulation procedure has two stages. In the first stage we determine the set of sites whose spins influence the spin at site i under equilibrium. We call this stage backward sketch procedure. It is done by climbing up from time 0 back to the past a reverse time Poisson point process with rate M i until the last time the Poisson clock rung. At that time, choose a range k with probability λ i (k). If k = 0, we decide the value of the spin with probability 1 2 independently of anything else. If k is different from zero, we restart the above procedure from any of the sites j ∈ B i (k). The procedure stops whenever each site involved in this backward time evolution has chosen a range 0.
When this occurs, we can start the second stage, in which we go back to the future assigning spins to all sites visited during the first stage. We call this procedure forward spin assignment procedure. This is done from the past to the future by using the update probabilities p In the case of the measure µ [L] we use the same procedure, but only considering the choices of k which are smaller or equal to L. These procedures will be described formally in the next section.
4 Perfect simulation of the measure µ and coupling
Backward sketch procedure
Before describing formally the two algorithms described at the end of the last section, let us define the stochastic process which is behind the backward sketch procedure. Our aim is to define, for every site i ∈ Z d , a process (C (i) s ) s≥0 taking values in the set of finite subsets of
s is the set of sites at time −s whose spins affect the spin of site i at time t = 0. This is done as follows.
. . the occurrence times of the rate M i Poisson point process N i on the real line. The Poisson point processes associated to different sites are independent. To each point T i n associate an independent mark K i n according to the probability distribution (λ i (k)) k≥0 . As usual, we identify the Poisson point processes and the counting measures through the formula
The backward point process starting at time 0, associated to site i ∈ Z d is defined as
We also define the associated marks
(4.23) and for any k ≥ 0, the backward k-marked Poisson point process starting at time 0 as
To define the backward sketch process we need to introduce a family of transformations
For k = 0, we define
(4.26)
For any set finite set F ⊂ Z d , we define similarly
The backward sketch process starting at site i at time 0 will be denoted by (C
s is the set of sites at time −s whose spins affect the spin of site i at time t = 0. The evolution of this process is defined through the following equation. C (i) 0 = {i}, and
where f : F(Z d ) → R is any bounded cylinder function. This family of equations characterizes completely the time evolution (C (i) s ) s≥0 . In a similar way, for the truncated process, we define its associated backward sketch process by
where we use the same Poisson point processes
The following proposition summarizes the properties of the family of processes defined above.
Proposition 2 For any site
, s ∈ R + , are Markov jump processes having as infinitesimal generator,
30)
with initial condition at time t = 0, C
with initial condition at time t = 0, C and define successively for n ≥ 2T
ST OP of Definition 4 is equal to
This is the number of steps of the backward sketch process. For the algorithm to be successful, it is crucial to show that both relaxation time T
(i)
ST OP and the number of steps N (i)
ST OP are finite. This is the content of next theorem. where
Proposition 3 Under the requirement
The proof of Proposition 3 will be given at the end of Section 5 below.
Algorithms
We now go to the crucial point of precisely defining the maps F and G whose existence is claimed in Theorem 1. These maps are implicitly defined by the backward sketch procedure and the forward spin assignment procedure. Let us give the algorithmic like description of these procedures. The following variables will be used.
• N is an auxiliary variables taking values in the set of non-negative integers {0, 1, 2, . . .}
• N We will present the backward sketch procedure only for G, the coupled perfect simulation algorithm. The backward sketch procedure for F can be immediately deduced ignoring the steps from 11. to 18. concerning the variables with superscript L.
Algorithm 1 Backward sketch procedure 1. Input: {i}; Output:
having exponential distribution of parameter M j λ j (k) for any j ∈ C and for any k ≥ 0 6. Choose (I, K) = arg min{S
, then we use the following Forward spin assignment procedure to sample 6. IF K = 0 choose W randomly in A according to the probability distribution
7. ELSE choose W randomly in A according to the probability distribution 
Proof of Theorem 1
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1. For the convenience of the reader, we start by recalling the following theorem of Galves et al. (2008) .
Theorem 3 Under the requirement (4.34),
the Gibbs measure µ is the unique invariant probability measure of the process (σ t ) t . The output X(i) obtained using successively Algorithms 1 and 2 given in Section 4 is a perfect sampling of the Gibbs measure µ. Finally, the estimate (4.35) holds :
The same result holds true also for X [L] obtained using successively Algorithms 1 and 2 but now with restriction that only ranges k ≤ L are considered. We first check that the assumption (2.6) of Theorem 1 implies condition (4.34) of Theorem 3.
Lemma 1 Under the conditions of Theorem 1, condition (4.34) is satisfied.
Proof For any k ≥ 0, write for short
Under the conditions of Theorem 1, this last expression is finite. Therefore condition (4.34) reads as
Finally, let β c be the solution of
This concludes the proof.
• Proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of item 1. Theorem 3 combined with Lemma 1 proves that the output of the perfect sampling algorithm is indeed a sampling of µ. Next we prove (2.7). Define
the cardinal of the set C 
and for k = 0
Note that under assumption (2.6), the condition (4.34) holds (see Lemma 1) . Hence,
n the index of the site whose
Poisson clock rings at the n−th jump of the process C (i) . Recall that I (i) n are conditionally independent given the sequence (C (i) n ) n such that
Note that by construction, S
n + nγ is a super-martingale. Then a very rough upper bound is L
ST OP is defined as
By construction N
ST OP . Fix a truncation level N. Then by the stopping rule for super-martingales, we have that
Now, letting N → ∞, we get
and therefore
Proof of item 2. We have to show that the coupled perfect sampling algorithm G defined in Section 4 achieves the bound (2.8). For that sake we introduce the following stopping times. For any site j ∈ Z d and any t ≥ 0, let
be the first jump of the Poisson point process (T (j,0) n ) n shifted by time t.
Let us call T (i)
L the first time that a range of order k > L has been chosen. T
(i)
L is given by
Recall that in order to construct µ and µ [L] , we use the same Poisson point processes for all ranges k ≤ L. Thus we have that
By Lemma 2 given below we conclude the proof of Theorem 1.
Given the structure of the interaction, we have for
Then we have
ST OP ).
In the above calculus we used that given C
n defined in (4.32) is a jump of N (j,k) with probability
Summing over all possibilities k > L gives the term ( •
Final discussion
It is worth to note that Theorem 1 immediately provides an upper bound for thed−distance of µ and µ [L] . Thed−distance is defined as follows.
Definition 5 Given two probability measures µ and ν on S, a coupling between µ and ν is a probability measure on S × S having as first and second marginals µ and ν, respectively. The set of all couplings between µ and ν will be denoted M(µ, ν).
In the next definition, the elements of the product space S × S will be denoted by
Definition 6
The distanced between two probability measures ν 1 and ν 2 on S is defined asd
This definition naturally extends Ornstein'sd−distance to the space of non-homogeneous random fields. As a corollary of Theorem 1 we obtain Theorem 4 Under the assumptions of Theorem 1 we havē
where C is the same constant as in (2.8).
Upper bounds on thed−distance can as well be obtained by using a contraction argument. This approach was introduced in Dobrushin ( -1970 to prove uniqueness of the infinite volume Gibbs measure. Applied to our context, it implies the existence of a good coupling through compactness arguments.
For a nice and self contained presentation of this method, we refer the reader to Presutti (2009), see also Chapter 8 of Georgii. Applying Dobrushin's method, we obtain the following upper bound on Ornstein'sd−distance. Then there exist unique infinite volume Gibbs measures µ and µ [L] and they satisfȳ
Proof The proof of Theorem 5 can be achieved following the ideas in Dobrushin ( -1970 , exposed in Chapter 3 of Presutti (2009).
Observe that condition (6.46) is weaker than the one requested in Theorem 1. In particular, this condition is too weak to guarantee that our perfect simulation procedure of µ and µ [L] stops after a finite number of steps. As a counterpart of the less restrictive assumption (6.46), the upper bound (6.47) is not as good as the upper bound (6.45).
However, from our point of view, the important fact is that the contraction method of Dobrushin is not constructive and does not provide an explicit sampling procedure for both measures. To provide an explicit coupled perfect simulation procedure for the measures is precisely the goal of the present paper.
Further features of high temperature region can be deduced by our constructive approach. We discuss as an example the decay of correlations between localized observables as the regions of localization are moved away from each other.
This decay of correlations can be described in terms of an associated random walk that we introduce now. Suppose that µ is translational invariant. In this case, the sequence (λ i (k)) k does not depend on i, and we shall write λ(k) = λ i (k), for any k ≥ 0. Let ξ 1 , ξ 2 , . . . be i.i.d. random variables with common distribution
Put ϕ(λ) = E(e λξ 1 ) and let ρ = sup{λ > 0 : ϕ(λ) ≤ 1}.
Finally, consider the following left-continuous random walk S n = ξ 1 + . . . + ξ n , for n ≥ 0. Note that S n is an upper bound on the total number of sites whose spins affect the spin at site i under equilibrium, after n steps of the algorithm. Under condition (4.34), E(ξ 1 ) = −γ < 0, hence S n drifts to −∞. This implies that M = sup n S n , the maximum of the random walk, is finite almost surely.
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of our construction and of results of Korshunov (1997) concerning the maximum of a random walk. In order to state the theorem, we have to recall the notion of locally power functions. and c g is similarly defined. Concerning the decay of P (M ≥ R/2), the following holds.
1. Suppose that ρ = 0 and that P (ξ 1 + ξ 2 ≥ n) ∼ 2P (ξ 1 ≥ n) as n → ∞. Then as n → ∞,
2. Suppose that ρ > 0, ϕ(ρ) < 1, that P (ξ 1 + ξ 2 ≥ n) ∼ cP (ξ 1 ≥ n) as n → ∞ for some constant c and suppose that e ρn P (ξ 1 ≥ n) is locally power. Then as n → ∞ P (M ≥ |B 0 (n)|) ∼ ρE(e ρM ) 1 − ϕ(ρ) ∞ k=n+1 λ(k).
3. Suppose that ρ > 0, ϕ(ρ) = 1 and ϕ ′ (ρ) < +∞. Then
as n → ∞, where c is some positive constant. Proof We start by proving (6.48). It is sufficient to prove it for functions f and g having support ∆ f = {i} and ∆ g = {j}, R = i − j > 0. For any site k ∈ Z d , let
be the total number of sites whose spins affect the spin of site k under equilibrium (recall (4.33)). Then it is evident that
Then the same comparison argument that leads to (5.42) yields
This concludes the proof of (6.48).
Item 1 is a consequence of Theorem 1 of Korshunov (1997), see [10] . 
